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Luther’s Pre-modern Proclamation of Christ for a Modern Lutheran Problem

Barry G. Rasmussen

Pastor, St. Peter Church
Teulon, Manitoba

At the 1999 national convention of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in Canada the gathered assembly made a motion inviting the Lutheran Church Canada to sit down for friendly talks concerning current divisions and our common heritage. This invitation reflects the fact that the Lutheran churches of Canada are presently living a painful fragmentation. There are a number of complex historical and theological reasons for this split. Presently, one of the more important issues is the conflict between conservative and liberal hermeneutical traditions concerning the interpretation of Scripture. The situation becomes increasingly complicated as time passes and historical identities become entrenched around those differences.

The divisions are particularly acute since one’s very corporate and personal identity in Christ is often attached to issues of interpretive method. Each side in the conflict enters its own hermeneutical circle and that becomes the boundary of its own particular solitude. This essay will look toward Martin Luther’s pre-modern hermeneutic as a way to open discussions between the protagonists of these modern divisions. Martin Luther understood himself to be a theologian for the Church and it is the hope here that his writings might still have a pastoral role in our Canadian Lutheran context. As David S. Yeago has written:

Luther is a supremely rhetorical theologian; that is, he does not write in a purely analytic mode, but the activity of speaking and writing theologically is always itself engaged in the pastoral struggle against sin, death, and the Devil.1

The Church, in previous times, had practiced an interpretive practice of reading Scripture with a fourfold meaning.2 Gerhard O. Forde has suggested that the Church in our time and culture has placed the various
meanings side by side in competition with one another. The moral reading (tropological) is pitted against the literal meaning that is further contrasted against the eschatological (anagogical) which is again contrasted against its subjective meaning (allegorical). These conflicts can be identified as interpretive epochs:

First came the age of allegory (doctrinal "meaning," orthodoxy), then the age of tropology (the age of the moral, culminating in liberalism), and finally some attempts at anagogy (the eschatological meaning) in our day. One could say that today there is a kind of tug-of-war between tropology and anagogy, the moral versus the eschatological, for interpreter's rights to the text. After brief flirtation with anagogy, exegesis now seems ready to revert to tropology again. Ignorant of the question of use, exegesis is in a bad way.

In this essay I will put forth the thesis that Martin Luther's hermeneutic and his use of Scripture go beyond the hermeneutical presuppositions that help create our culture's current division between conservatives and liberals. In fact, Luther's pre-modern hermeneutic acts as a critique of the conservative-liberal split in our modern western culture. For Luther, the Church does not gain its identity by following a particular interpretive method for the reading of Scripture. Rather, it is the active voice of God in the Gospel that creates faith in Christ.

Modernity and the Space between Subject and Object

The hermeneutical presuppositions behind the conservative-liberal divisions assume a critical space between the interpreter and the sign so that an interpreter with the proper method can understand, comprehend, and become master of what the sign points toward. The sign can point toward some aspect of the interpreter and/or it can point to something outside the interpreter. The determining factor becomes the interpreter who attempts to master and understand the signs.

If the signs found in Scripture point toward God and God's activity in the world then the sun, stars, planets, animals, other human beings, and even the self will also act as signs that point beyond themselves. Modernity is based on the double assumption that Scripture, the beings of our experience, and the phenomena that are manifested to us function
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as signs and that they are obscure. These two assumptions work together in producing a world where it becomes very important to unlock the signs of Scripture and life with the correct interpretive method. In this search to find the correct technique to unlock the text’s meaning, lines of conflict have developed over the priority of either subjective or objective meanings. Both sides of these debates presuppose a critical space between subject and object that requires a methodology to open understanding. It is this space between subject and object that is problematic for Luther’s hermeneutic. It opens up a space where humanity becomes the measure of all things. Such an eventuality is a predicament for those who, like Luther, follow the Augustinian tradition that humanity’s sinfulness is located in our being curved into ourselves.

John Milbank, in his recent *The Word Made Strange*, investigates Robert Lowth’s *Lectures on the Sacred Poetry of the Hebrews* published in 1758. Robert Lowth, then bishop of Oxford, wrote about the creative power of the Hebrew poets of Scripture:

> The whole course of nature, this immense universe of things, offers itself to human contemplation, and affords an infinite variety, a confused assemblage, a wilderness as it were of images which being collected as the materials of poetry, are selected and produced as occasion dictates. The mind of man is that mirror of Plato, which as he turns about at pleasure, and directs to different points of view, he creates another sun, other stars, planets, animals, and even another self. In this shadow or image of himself, he is enabled in some degree to contemplate the souls of other men;...⁵

Milbank points to Lowth’s conception of the “peculiar poeticality of the Hebrews” as that which gave birth to modern biblical scholarship.⁶ It is not the application of historical science to the Bible that has caused our current divisions over method. Rather, as Milbank further explains, it was Lowth’s “metaphysical conception of the Hebrews as co-creators which opens up for the Germans the ‘critical’ space in which the Bible could be viewed as a human work.”⁷

Lowth’s Christian orthodoxy made him conceive of a human author who was and whose words were structured through contemplation of the Divine through the physical world. He begins with the affirmation...
that God communicates something through Creation. Human beings, then, living within a particular context of space and time, are not in position to make definitive statements about what exactly is being communicated. Nevertheless, the sum total of sensory, existential, and phenomenological experiences that act as mirror for God’s activity become a mark for the individual’s or culture’s experience of the Divine. This experience of the Divine will place the shadows or images of the planets, stars, animals, and the self in some kind of moral and existential relationship with one another. Such mirrors of God’s activity will continue to shape and change culture. Lowth’s analysis of the “poeticality of the Hebrew authors” of Scripture is the first of many modern archaeologies of the human soul that attempt to uncover such mirrors of God’s activity. The hermeneutical presuppositions of western modernity direct the theologian toward the self so that the depths of one’s experience of God can be plumbed.

In a non-pejorative fashion, Jean-Luc Marion has outlined a phenomenology of the idol in terms of a conception of the divine that acts as a mirror for our experiences. An idol, while often made out of wood and stone, is something fashioned from human artistry and thus could conceivably be a text or even a concept. According to Marion, an idol functions to fix the gaze on something so that a human being’s experience of the divine returns back to the one contemplating the idol. Idols come and go as human experience of the Divine changes. Marion writes:

Thus the idol consigns the divine to the measure of a human gaze. Invisible mirror, mark of the invisible, it must be apprehended following its function and evaluated according to the scope of that function.... The idol, such as any archaic kouros, obviously does not claim to reproduce any particular god, since the idol offers the only materially visible original of it. But consigned to the stone material is what a gaze – that of the artist as religious man, penetrated by god – has seen of the god; the first visible was able to dazzle his gaze, and this is what he artist tries to bring out in his material.... Thus the spectator, provided that his attitude
become religious, will find in the materially fixed idol the brilliance of the first visible whose splendor freezes the gaze.  

Marion continues by contrasting the idol with the icon. He quotes St. Paul in 2 Corinthians 3:18: "We all, with face unveiled and revealed, serving as optical mirror to reflect the glory of the Lord, we are transformed in and according to his icon, passing from glory to glory, according to the spirit of the Lord." With a debt to Emmanuel Lévinas, Marion describes the icon as the infinite intention of the face. The icon can be distinguished from the idol in that the icon is the locus of God's active communication whereas the idol reflects the human experience of the Divine. Marion continues:

This is why its depth withdraws the icon from all aesthetics: only the idol can and must be apprehended, since it alone results from the human gaze and hence supposes an aesthesis that precisely imposes its measure on the idol. The icon can be measured only on the infinite depth of the face; the intention that envisages in this manner depends only on itself — for aesthesis is substituted an apocalypse: the invisible disengages itself in the visible, along an intention, only by the pure grace of an advent; the heavens can be rent only of themselves, for the face to descend from them (Isa. 63:19).

Modernity has opened a space between subject and object that has changed the uniqueness of the Scriptures. In this space, Scripture becomes a mirror for identity that can be used to reflect human experiences of God. Some will look inwardly and some will look outwardly. Before modernity, according to Nicholas Wolterstorff, most of Christian history and all of Christian liturgy assumes that God speaks in Scripture and that this is not only true for Christianity but also for Judaism and Islam as well. Scripture is not an object that reflects the reality of the soul or the world. Rather, it is the place or icon of God's address and call. The purpose of God's speaking is actively to create faith in the Speaker. Marion writes:
But, for all that, faith has nothing like a discourse, at least if discourse implies the succession of arguments, the assurance of an object that is defined precisely by the pre-eminence of a subject. Faith neither speaks nor states; it believes, and has no other end than to believe.¹³

In this regard, George A. Lindbeck has noted that there is a profound difference between the hermeneutics used by the ancients and those used by modernity of the last several centuries. For instance, when Irenaeus turned to the questions of method it was to describe the differences of “catholic” and “gnostic” interpretations of Scripture whereby the determining criteria was whether they could describe the creation of faith or not.¹⁴ In contrast, modernity, on both the right and the left, has made the doctrines of inspiration and revelation its starting point:

...the last several centuries have seen a tendency for interpretation on both right and left to start with doctrines of inspiration and revelation, while in our day, structuralist, Marxist, Freudian, and deconstructionist critical theories have been added to the agenda. Reflective interpreters have treated practice as the application of theory, while unreflective ones have tended to lapse into enthusiasm, on the one hand, or parroting of fundamentalist formulae, on the other. There are, however, both theological and non-theological reasons for thinking that this modern priority of theory to practice is a mistake.¹⁵

The priority of method becomes paramount once understanding and knowledge of Scripture become central.

Martin Luther exercised a pre-modern hermeneutic and thus he is an ideal candidate to help the modern church in their divisions over method. His theology and his understanding of God’s Word describe the creation of faith as being turned away from oneself, even one’s own experience of God, so that one can trust the Word of Another, namely, God in the Gospel of Christ Jesus.
Understanding Is Located in the Realm of the Law

In Luther’s description, the relationship between faith and understanding is asymmetrical. Those who do not have faith in Christ will lack understanding, and at the same time, correct understanding does lead to faith. This asymmetry is a function of Luther’s doctrine that God actively hides from human understanding in order to create faith. Understanding and an increase in knowledge that might be helpful for actions and decisions in order to create a better future result from focusing on events of the past and present. Such confidence in knowledge, even knowledge about God and God’s communicative activity in Scripture and Creation, retains an if-then structure. The examination of causes, effects, and consequences creates an understanding that, for Luther, is situated in the realm of the “Law.” Such understanding works in two directions. It accuses the one situated between past actions and future consequences and provides a basis on which to make present decisions. According to Luther, attempts to find or “see” God behind “Law” will be met with one of the “masks” or veils” of God. God hides so that any archaeology that attempts to get to the “bottom” or “ground” of understanding will find another mask of God. God hides from all human projections and images of God. Speculations about the future based on the experiences that create understanding of causes and consequences are not to be confused with the future promised in the Gospel of Christ Jesus. The Gospel is to be distinguished from the voice of the Law.

For Luther, a religion based on knowledge or understanding will worship one of these “masks” as God. In a destructive repetition, patterns of “righteousness” and “salvation” will reflect the nature, essence, and precepts of this god. The if-then structure of knowledge and understanding will then inhere to this mask of God and will act as judge. The gods hiding behind the voice of human conscience signify an almost infinite variety of values, types of knowledge, and goods that function as judges of human identity and hopes. According to Luther, the judgment of God is to give humanity up to the “righteousness” and “salvation” of these strange gods who punish. The “righteousness” and “salvation” arising from the “masks” of God will be coherent with the evidence that is available to experience and understanding. Luther writes:

The consciousness that God is angry and that He is an irate Judge of sin is innate in the human heart. His wrath is evident in the world; we see Him punishing
one here, another there. In such circumstances it is impossible for man to be happy. He is in constant fear that God is standing behind him, cudgel in hand, ready to strike him down.19

This is the judgment. What one believes to be true of God becomes true with frightening results. Thus, Cain who interprets God’s natural order in such a way that he trusts in his own worthiness because of his primogeniture believes in a God who is a righteous judge who demands a sacrifice.20 When his own sacrifice is not accepted Cain’s image of God becomes concrete and true in an alarming fashion.

Since understanding always remains in the realm of the Law Luther is convinced that the gods that arise from such knowledge will judge the one holding such faith on the basis of the values, truths, and goods of one’s own experience. For Luther, there is no way out of that circle. Escape from one circle will inevitably arrive in the middle of another. The opposite, however, does not hold true for Luther. Imaging a non-judgmental God does not create a gracious relationship. In his exposition of Psalm 51, Luther, after explaining how a false image of God will become existentially manifest in one’s life, writes:

However, the other thought, that God is gracious to sinners who feel their sins, is simply true and remains so. You should not suppose that it will be this way because you believe this way. Rather be assured that a thing which is sure and true of itself becomes more sure and true when you believe it. On the other hand, if you believe that God is wrathful, you will certainly have Him wrathful and hostile to you.21

There is an asymmetry here that prevents faith in Christ from being described as the measure of one’s own experience and understanding. Luther’s theology has this asymmetry built into its description of faith. Ludwig Feuerbach, a serious interpreter of Luther who can also be identified as an influential spokesperson for the modern hermeneutical presuppositions addressed in this paper, missed this asymmetry. His interpretation of Luther is based on a symmetrical relationship between the faith arising from the self’s understanding of God and faith in Christ.
Feuerbach writes:

Here we have the meaning of the thoughts so often expressed by Luther: "As you believe, so it occurs for you." "If you believe it, you have it, and if you do not believe it, you do not have it"; "If you believe it, it is, and if you do not believe it, it is not"; "If you believe, for example, that God is good to you, then he is good to you; if you believe the opposite, then he is the opposite."

The essence of the object of faith is faith; but I, the believer, am the essence of faith itself. As I am, so is my faith; and as is my faith, so is my God. "As in your heart," says Luther, "so is your God." God is a blank tablet on which there is nothing written but what yourself have written.22

On many levels, Luther often criticized such a return to the subject. Feuerbach missed the fact that, for Luther, human understanding of anything is located in the realm of the Law.

Luther has no doubt that God communicates God's self in Scripture and in Creation. The understanding that arises from the evidence of this communication, however, is actually blinded by faith. In his early lectures on the Psalms, Luther even goes so far to assert: "Faith does not illuminate the understanding but rather blinds it, [illuminating] the disposition (affectum)."23 Instead, the "mask" (persona) of God given in the proclamation of the "Gospel" is Jesus Christ. There is a profound difference between this mask of God and the masks of God that come to human understanding as humans attempt to uncover the "hidden" God. The difference is located in that, for Luther, Jesus does not signify God but is God. The space between the sign and that which it points toward is absent. Without this space all attempts of searching for an interpretative key inwardly or outwardly are futile.

Here lies the asymmetry between faith and understanding. Understanding, which results from examining the past and the present in order to face the future, has the structure of Law. A subjective or objective interpretive key will then be decisive in this regard. Faith, instead, participates in Christ who is God. Being God, Christ cannot function as a sign for some deeper reality and thus Luther's focus on faith cannot be confused with a gnostic emphasis on understanding.
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The “Gospel” or good news of Christ Jesus gives God’s good future to the believer. According to Luther, Christ proclaims:

“For the world has me; I am its God. And he who has the Son of God and believes in Him cannot be judged, for the Father has abolished judgement through the Son.” Otherwise Christ, the beloved Son, would also have to be condemned, which is impossible.24

The difference between an asymmetrical relationship between faith and understanding and a symmetrical relationship is the difference between Christ as an icon and Christ as an idol.

The asymmetry is based on Luther’s neo-Chalcedonian Christology.25 It is not based on the externality of the Word, although that is certainly an element of the asymmetry in question. Feuerbach, in his conjecture that God is a “blank tablet” for the writing of human desires and fears, even recognizes and incorporates Luther’s insight that faith occurs from the hearing of the Word from outside oneself. He writes:

Telling tells very much; telling makes something of nothing. The creation *ex nihilo* is, actually, the omnipotence of the spoken word. Words “make” people even more than clothes. Very many who are nothing think they are something and actually become something only because others say they are something. Others, on the contrary, who have enough material, ability, and capacity, believe themselves nothing and actually become nothing in consequence of this depressing belief, until a voice from outside calls out to them that they are something.26

Feuerbach goes on to explain that this vulnerable position vis-à-vis the Word can be a terrible thing and that the rare courage and spirit of the person who can say and do something significant before others start speaking is to be admired.27 Such a person has the mature faith of a person come of age. In Feuerbach’s mature religion, God, the empty slate that objectifies human wishes, functions to protect the believer against all the other voices that give identity. God becomes a mirror for human identity who reflects the experiences, understandings, and values
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that human beings have gained from the past. The mature believer is one who, like the child who eventually internalises the objective voice of the loving parent, realizes that God is "nothing but the essence of the human heart." God, for practical purposes, is the name given to the best of human experience and reflection. Luther, in opposition to this modern faith statement, insists that faith is in Christ. Faith is not in faith. Christ is not an empty slate and Christian faith is not a human attribute.

The Pre-modern Martin Luther: Scripture Is Clear

Paul Ricoeur has written an essay which attempts to correlate what he calls Rudolf Bultmann's modern Alexandrian hermeneutic concerning the sign with the original situation of the first witnesses and proclaimers of Jesus. In this hermeneutic, a circle is created between the ideality of meaning and existential signification. Ricoeur describes this circle in the following way:

...to understand the text, it is necessary to believe in what the text announces to me; but what the text announces to me is given nowhere but in the text. This is why it is necessary to understand the text in order to believe.

Thus, according to Ricoeur, while there is a primacy of the object or text "this primacy of meaning over understanding, is performed only through the understanding." The hermeneutical task is represented as negotiating the dialectic between the two poles of the meaning and one's understanding of a text. It is not surprising that we have churches split over the question of whether the objective meaning of a text should have primacy or whether its subjective meaning should be the fundamental consideration. Given this hermeneutical situation, it is also not surprising that the question of authority is so pressing to our churches.

Luther's pre-modern hermeneutic avoids this dialectic altogether. The reason for this is that in the encounter with the Word, Jesus Christ, there is no "ideality of meaning." According to Luther, "you must hear Him and not master Him or prescribe method, goal, or measure to Him." The Word is Christ and Christ is the Word. There is no space for the interpreter to judge the Word objectively or subjectively because the signifier is Christ and that which is signified is also Christ. The sacramental theology of Cornelius Honius claimed that the bread only
signified Christ’s body and the water of baptism only signified the washing of the soul. Against this, Luther points out that such a position would lead to a hermeneutic that everyone on both sides of the argument would find offensive and ridiculous. His conclusion is a remarkable passage because what is assumed to be offensive in Luther’s argumentation is often presupposed to be a hermeneutical necessity in western modernity. Luther writes:

For if we permit such violence to be done in one passage, that without basis in Scripture a person can say the word “is” means the same as the word “signifies,” then it would be impossible to stop it in any other passage.... In that case one could say: that Mary is a virgin and the mother of God is equivalent to saying that Mary signifies a virgin and the mother of God. Likewise: Christ is God and man; that is, Christ signifies God and man. Likewise Rom. 1: [:16]: the gospel is the power of God and so forth; that is, the gospel signifies the power of God. See what a horrible mess this would lead to.37

Christ does not signify some immanent value of human life because Christ is God. For Luther and most of pre-modern Christianity, God cannot signify anything because there is nothing greater that can be thought. Thus, when using the Alexandrian concepts of signifier and signified Luther insists that Christ is both the witness and that which is witnessed.

This hermeneutical insight is based on Luther’s conviction that God alone can make the shocking claim that a person who was cruelly put to death by the powers of this world is also the Saviour of this world. For this reason Luther insists that no one but the divine Jesus Christ can testify to the event and significance of Jesus Christ’s death and resurrection.38 Thus, the testimony of Christ is different from the words and authority of others, including those of the Apostles:

Christ does not bring peace like the apostles, by preaching the Gospel. But gives peace as its Author and Creator.39
There is a *communicatio idiomatum* between Christ’s testimony and work that leaves no space for the interpretive efforts of those who receive the testimony and work. In other words, the interpretive work of those who receive the testimony will not be effective for the work of salvation that is done in that testimony. The grace and peace that Christ gives or signifies is nothing other than Christ Himself. The gifts of forgiveness, hope, love, and faith cannot be separated from Christ. There are two reasons for this. Christ is not a sign that points to something else, and, at the same time, the presence of Christ effects something in human life. From the pulpit, Luther confesses:

> For this reason Christ has given himself to us completely, and wishes to be and remain with us until the day of judgment [Matt. 28:20]; not merely that he may be present, as the papists have him and carry him about to no avail, nor as the others say, *ut signum*, that is, as a mere sign, which would bring us neither improvement nor benefits.... This is the benefit that you ought to derive: that you strengthen your faith and make your conscience secure, so that afterwards you may also be able to preach.

Luther summarizes his contention about the effective presence of Christ by stating: “...first, that here we obtain forgiveness of sins as a gift, and second, that we afterwards preach and proclaim the same.”

There is no room to argue about subjective and objective meanings of Scripture. The grace and peace that the Apostles proclaimed is Jesus Christ, the Author and Creator of the same grace and peace in the believer. The movement is not from past sign to present meaning, but rather from past proclamation to present proclamation. In this proclamation, Christ speaks.

**God’s Active Voice in Christ**

Western modern culture’s cherished assumptions concerning the priority of the subject and the autonomy of the human will are confronted by Luther’s understanding of the active voice of God. God’s Word accomplishes what it says. It does not wait for the autonomous subject to obey or disobey. In this way, God’s Word is distinguished from all human authority that is based on the cooperation between a ruling
authority and an obeying subject. God’s Word that speaks “let there be light” at Creation or “you are my child” at Baptism does not act like human authorities. While delineating this distinction Luther states:

As the saying goes: “It’s only an order from the boss!”; that is, no one pays any attention to it. \(^4^3\)

Luther is not making a comment about the disobedience or slow obedience of subjects. Rather, the issue is the very space that exists between the words of the most powerful king and the ones who hear those words. The existence of such a space makes the issue of power and autonomy the two loci of the discussion on authority. For Luther, when talking about the Word of God, Christ Jesus, this space does not exist. It changes the entire focus of the discussion concerning authority.

The decisive question is no longer the obedience or disobedience of the human will. The change of paradigm that is created by Luther’s understanding of the active Word of God animated his arguments with the scholastics who insisted that true faith was formed by love. The description of this faith focused on the loving will of the obedient believer. Luther writes:

And while they say that faith is the mere outline but love is its living colors and completion, we say in opposition that faith takes hold of Christ and that He is the form that adorns and informs faith as color does the wall. \(^4^4\)

Luther continues this discussion by crossing out the idea that Christ can be an object of faith and correcting himself by speaking of the loving presence of Christ:

It [faith] takes hold of Christ in such a way that Christ is the object of faith, or rather not the object but, so to speak, the One who is present in the faith itself. \(^4^5\)

The faith that lays hold of Christ cannot be made an object of knowledge either. For as Luther continues in the same remarkable passage, faith is a sort of darkness that nothing can see:
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Yet the Christ of whom faith takes hold is sitting in this darkness as God sat in the midst of darkness on Sinai and in the temple. Therefore our "formal righteousness" is not a love that informs faith; but it is faith itself, a cloud in our hearts, that is, trust in a thing we do not see, in Christ, who is present especially when He cannot be seen. Therefore faith justifies because it takes hold of and possesses this treasure, the present Christ. But how He is present – this is beyond our thought; for there is darkness, as I have said.46

The clarity of Scripture is not attached to a theory concerning the fixity of writing and the certainty that comes from empirical investigation. Rather it is a function of the faithfulness of Christ who witnesses and is witnessed and so creates faith.

In the participation of Christ in the believer, faith is not a condition of salvation so that if you have faith then you will gain something else called salvation. That would make either faith or salvation other than Christ. Rather, faith that has Christ is salvation. In Luther’s description of faith and the proclamation of the Gospel of Jesus Christ there is no longer any room for a focus on faith as a human attribute. God is not anxiously waiting for someone to believe. Rather, God creates believers by speaking the Easter promise in the proclamation of the death and resurrection of Jesus, the Christ. When, in this fashion, the discussion shifts from faith in faith to faith in Christ the question of a whether Scripture should be read subjectively or objectively ceases to be crucial. In fact, Luther’s theology concerning the active Word of God in Christ Jesus acts as a critique of both alternatives. Any reading of Scripture that makes the self or some attribute of the self the determining factor of faith and our relationship to God is contrary to the Gospel.

Human language and authority is deficient in as much as it names and in so naming produces systems and institutions. As it names and produces its world it also produces a space for alienation and division. Yet, from the perspective of faith, God’s speaking to us only occurs in and under the mask of human language.47 By emphasizing that this is a mask, Luther’s theology of the Word safeguards against the possibility of turning this perspective into an expression of immanent and available presence. The prospect of such an immanent presence would return Lutheran theology to Feuerbach’s position outlined above. As Catherine
Pickstock has argued in a different context, an “immanentist ontology where epistemology is paramount” reduces everything to “the ‘object’ whose existence does not exceed the extent to which it is known by the subject.”

Thus, the sun, stars, planets, animals, other human beings, and the self, while certainly created and upheld by God, are not signs that can be made into objects of human knowledge so that they become the focal point for sinful humanity’s knowledge of God. Such speculation about God on the basis of the signs of Creation will deconstruct. For Luther, God will give one up to the gods so produced by human speculation and these gods always turn against their adherents with some expression of the Law. Nevertheless, faith insists that God communicates through history and all creation. Instead of providing a foil for human speculation about God, the masks of God in history and creation cause human experiences of Anfechtungen. Such temptations to despair are actively created by God in order to drive sinful humanity to faith. All of God’s speaking to us has the structure of Law and Gospel, and, for Luther, confusing the two turns everything into Law.

The Church is a mouth-house for God’s speaking in Christ Jesus. Questions about mission must be organized around the question of how to proclaim the Gospel of Jesus Christ. God’s activity in the mask of human language is the locus of our discussion on the Church and its mission and organisation. The proclamation of the Gospel that occurs in the mutual consolation of the saints, prayer, preaching, and the sacraments is effective. It is effective because, for Luther, such language participates in the active, creative Word of God in Christ Jesus. The focus of the Church’s discussion of its mission is whether the mask of human language is an icon of Christ or an idol of our present experiences of the divine.

Notes


2 The quadriga was the four-fold interpretation of Scripture texts popular in medieval exegesis. In the theological compendium “Rotulus pugillaris,” the Dominican Augustinus (Aage) of Denmark († 1285) penned the following verse which succinctly describes the method: “Littera gesta
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docet, quid credas allegoria, Moralis quid agas, quid speres anagogia. As reported in: Helmut Feld, Martin Luthers und Wendelin Steinbachs Vorlesungen über den Hebräerbrief (Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner Verlag GMBH, 1971) 127. Evidence of the quadriga’s popularity is shown by the fact that there was more than one version of this rhyme: The earliest version of this verse comes from John Cassian (ca. 360-435) which has quo tendas anagogia instead of Aage of Denmark’s quid speres anagogia. Cf. Robert M. Grant, A Short History of the Interpretation of the Bible (New York, 1963) 119, 127. Helmut Feld notes that in Nikolaus von Lyra’s (1270-1340?) writing there is a “Erörterung des vierfachen Schriftsinnes in seinem ersten Prolog und im Kommentar zu der Stelle Gal.4.24.” Nikolaus von Lyra uses the quadriga but gives a different ending to the verse: “Littera gesta docet, quid credas allegoria, Moralis quid agas, quo tendas anagogia.” Helmut Feld, Martin Luthers und Wendelin Steinbachs Vorlesungen über den Hebräerbrief (Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner Verlag GMBH, 1971) 128. Bonaventure describes the anagogical sense as “quo docemur, qualiter est Deo adhaerendum.” Bonaventura, De reductione artium ad theologiam, in Tri Opuscula (Quaracchi,1938) 372.
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